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retrieval type queries. The strategies for data construction within local
devices is not discussed here.
Partial match queries are queries where some of the attributes are
specified, hence a set of qualified records need to be retrieved. When a
file is constructed on parallel devices, it is important to store these records
to maximize concurrency. This also helps in balancing the work load in
each device.
It is believed that multi-key hashing is effective for partial match
retrieval type applications. Multi-key hash function, H , for a database
consisting of n fields is a set of n functions {/-/], • ■ ■ ,/-/„) such that given
a record r= <rlt ■■■ , rn>,H(r)= <Hi(r,), ■■■ , 7/„(r„)>. H(r) is usu
ally called a bucket. Rivest [Rive76] and Rothnie, et al. [RoLo74] have
independently proposed the use of multi-key hashing, as an alternative to
inverted files, to reduce the total search time for partial match retrieval
type queries. In [RoLo74] it has been shown that multi-key hashing
scheme is superior to inverted file techniques. They have also proposed
hybrid approach which combines the above two techniques. The design
of multi-key hash functions was considered in [Burk76, Burk79]. The
determination of each field size for minimum search time based on query
statistics was also investigated by [RoLo74, Bolo79, AhU179]. In [Du85J
it has been shown that the problem of finding the optimal field sizes for
multi-key hashing scheme is NP-hard. The main focus of those research is
on minimizing the total number of bucket accesses. In this research our
objective is to achieve maximum parallelism by distributing buckets in
multi-key hashing.
The data distribution is said to be optimal for a partial match query,
when no device has more than [total number of qualified buckets / number
of devices] buckets. It has been shown in [Sung87] that there does not
exist an optimal data distribution method in certain types of file systems.
However, the tight bound of sufficient and necessary conditions for the
existence of optimal data distribution in any file system has not been
found.
There are a few heuristic methods for distributing data in partial
match retrieval type queries. Du, et al. have proposed data distribution
method based on modulo allocation [DuSo82]. Modulo allocation is sim
ple but does not work in many cases. For example, it may not give
optimal distribution if some of the field sizes are less than the given
number of devices. So, for a large number of parallel processing nodes
such as Butterfly machines[BBN86, CGSTMB85], Modulo distribution
may not be appropriate. GDM (Generalized Disk Modulo) method has
also been proposed in [DuSo82] to overcome this problem. This method
gives a sufficient condition to achieve optimal distribution. However, no
general method has been given to find the optimal distribution parameters.
In fact, the problem of finding the optimal parameter values could be very
complex [DuSo82], Since modulo distribution does not work well for
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In this paper we present data distribution methods for parallel pro
cessing environment The primary objective is to process partial match
retrieval type queries for parallel devices.
The main contribution of this paper is the development of a new
approach called FX (Fieldwise exclusive) distribution for maximizing data
access concurrency. An algebraic property of exclusive-or operation, and
field transformation techniques are fundamental to this data distribution
techniques. We have shown through theorems and corollaries that this FX
distribution approach performs better than other methods proposed earlier.
We have also shown, by computing probability of optimal distribution and
query response time, that FX distribution gives better performance than
others over a large class of partial match queries. This approach presents
a new basis in which optimal data distribution for more general type of
queries can be formulated.
1. Introduction

Parallel processing in databases is important because it can maxim
ize concurrency in query processing. As a generalized model for parallel
processing system in databases, two stage parallel processing can be used.
These are data distribution and data construction stages [PrKi88]. Data
distribution stage determines how the data can be distributed to parallel
processing nodes so that maximum concurrency is achieved between the
processing nodes. Data construction stage, on the other hand, builds the
appropriate structure of the local data, suitable for accessing by the local
processing nodes. These two stages can be dependent, and the local data
structure can be distributed among the devices. The proposed parallel
processing model has been used in multi-directory hashing [PrDa86], and
HCB_tree [PrKi87]. Other approaches to parallel processing of database
systems have also been proposed in the past [LeRo85, Pram86, RoJa87,
SNEL79],
In this paper we present data distribution methods for partial match
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Definition : [+] denotes exclusive-or operation between two bits. We
will use the same notation [+] to denote exclusive-or operation between
integers and sets of integers as follows. When X = (am_j ... Co)« and Y =
(bm_i ... b 0)B are two integers, X [+] Y = (am_[ [+] b m_[ ... a 0 [+] b 0)B.
If X is an integer and Y = {yi, ... , yL ) is a set of integers, X [+] Y is
defined as {X [+] y,- I y,- e Y) . If both X = { x x ......x K) and Y = {y........
yL ) are sets of integers, X [+] Y is defined as (x, [+] y; I x,- e X, y¡ e T)
For example, if Xj =2 and Yi = 3 then Xi [+] Yj = 1. If X2 = 2 and Y 2 =
{0,1,2, 3) thenX2 [+] Y 2 = (0,1,2, 3).
Definition : [+](Y.-)
1=1 = Y, [+] Y 2 [+] Y3 • •n• [+] Yn.
Note that [+] operator is associative and [+] is a shorthand notation for
exclusive-or operation between sets of integers Y[, Y2, ..., Y„.

binary cartesian product file (binary cartesian product file is a cartesian
product file [CLD80, DuSo82] in which each attribute contains only two
elements), other heuristics have been proposed by [Du82, Sung85]. These
heuristics are also special cases of GDM. Several useful properties of
these modulo based distribution methods have also been given in
[Sung87]. Data distribution methods based on minimal spanning trees and
short spanning paths have also been proposed in [FaRC86].
In this paper we propose FX(Fieldwise eXclusive-or) distribution
method which gives better performance for a wider range of parameter
values than existing methods. The main idea behind the FX distribution
method is the use of bitwise exclusive-or operation on the field values
which are computed by multi-key hashing. Here, we show several useful
characteristics of exclusive-or operation for optimal data distribution.
Field transformation techniques have been used to extend the scope of
optimalities in FX distribution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we describe notations and terminology. In section 3, we define Basic FX
distribution method and its optimality conditions. In section 4, we
describe field transformation techniques for fields whose sizes are less than
the number of devices. The extended optimality conditions for these field
transformation schemes are also identified. In section 5, we compare the
performance of FX distribution method with those of the others. Section 6
contains concluding remarks.

3. Basic FX Distribution
Let /,x /2x ... x/„ be a set of all buckets. Basic FX distribution
method allocates bucket <7j,..., /„> into device TM [+1(7,) where Tu :
N -> Zu is a function which returns only the rightmost log2M bits of
domain values, and J j e f j for j = 1,..., n.
Example 1. Table 1 shows the bucket distribution by Basic FX distribu
tion method, where/i = (0, l),/2 = (0,1, 2, 3,4,5,6,7) and M = 4. In
this table, binary numbers are used for field values and decimal numbers
are used for Device No. (This convention will be used in all examples of
FX distribution). Here, Device No = Tu [f, [+] 72j, where 7( e / i , / 2 e
/ 2 and Tm returns the rightmost two bits of the result of J j [+] J 2.

2. Notation and Terminology
Before describing FX distribution method, it is necessary to intro
duce some notations as well as relevant definitions and assumptions.
Definition :
• /; = {0,1,..., F—1), a set of hashed values of field i.
• Fj denotes \f I.
• M denotes the number of parallel devices.
• N is the set of all natural numbers including 0.
• ZM is the set of all integers from 0 to M-l.
• (am-i ... Co)b is a binary notation of an integer, where a,- is a binary
digit.
\fi I is assumed to be a power of 2 which is common for hash direc
tory files for partitioned [AhU179] or dynamic hashing schemes [FJNH79,
Lars78, Lars80, Litw80], The number of devices M is also assumed to be
a power of 2.
Definition : L et/ix /2x ... x/„ be a set of all buckets. When the given
number of devices is M, data distribution method is a function FD : /iX /2x

fi

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

ft

000
001
010
Oil
100
101
110
111
000
001
010
Oil
100
101
110
111

Device No
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
1
0
3
2
1
0
3
2

Table 1. Basic FX distribution
As shown in Table 1, Basic FX distribution is strict optimal for any partial
match query in a file system of example 1. For example, if first field value
is (001)s and second field value is unspecified, then we have to access
eight buckets <(001)8,(000)B> ,..., <(001)8,(111)8>. Since each device
has two qualified buckets for this partial match query, FX distribution is
strict optimal for this query.
Lemma 1.1. ZM is a set which contains M different nonnegative integers
from 0 to M-l. Let k be some integer 0 < k < M-l. Then ZM [+] k = ZM.
<proof> Given in [KiPr87]
Example 2. Let Z, = (0, 1,2, 3,4, 5,6,7) and k = 3. ThenZ8 [+]k =
{3,2,1,0,7,6, 5,4) = Z8.
Theorem 1. Basic FX distribution is always 0-optimal and 1-optimal.
<proof> (1) 0-optimal: This is trivially true.
(2) 1-optimal : Let only one field i be unspecified and TM [W(7y)j = h,
where Jj is the specified value of field j. Thus, h gives the projection of

... x/„ —» ZM.
Definition : Let R(q) be the set of buckets which satisfy qualifications
for a partial match query q. The distribution method is called strict
optim al for a partial match query in a given file system if each device has
no more than p/?(<?) I/A/] number of buckets. When the distribution
method is strict optimal for all possible partial match queries in a given file
system, it is called perfect optim al for that file system.
Definition : The distribution method is called k-optimal, 0 < k < n, for a
given file system consisting of n fields, when it is strict optimal for all par
tial match queries which have exactly k unspecified fields.
Thus, the distribution method is perfect optimal, if it is k-optimal for all k
= 0, ... , n. Note that some authors exclude cases where the number of
unspecified fields is 0 (i.e. exact match) and the number of unspecified
fields is n (i.e. retrieval of whole file) from partial match queries.
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the rightmost log2Af bits of the value obtained by doing the exclusive-or of
all the specified values of the query. There are two cases, FL< M and
Ft > M. When F,- < M, for all I e / , TM(l) f+] h is different from each
other (This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.1.) Therefore, the distri
bution is optimal. (Note that TM(A[+]B)= TM(A) [+] TM(B) =
Tm(A [+]
= Tm(Tm (A) [+] Tm(B). This is true because the bits
whose positions are higher than or equal to log2M do not affect the final
result.) When F, > M, let F, = A*M. By Lemma 1.1 f [+] h = ZA,M.
Since # {as ZA,M17M(a) = z) = A for any
FX distribution allocate
A number of buckets to each device. (Note that # denotes the cardinality of
a set.) Therefore, the distribution is optimal.
□
Theorem 1 says that Basic FX distribution is strict optimal for any partial
match query in which the number of unspecified fields is 0 or 1. Note that
in the above expression, #{aeZA.MITM(a) - z) = A, A denotes the
number of qualified buckets that correspond to a particular device z.
Theorem 2. For any partial match query which has two or more
unspecified fields, Basic FX distribution is strict optimal, if there exists at
least one unspecified field i such that F, > M.
<proof> For partial match query q, let q(f) = {r'i,i2,..., i*) be the set of
fields which are unspecified and the size of at least one of these fields is
greater than or equal to M. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
F, > M. Thus, F, = Ai*M, Ah e N, A > 1. Let h = TM \ [+] (/•)],
where Jj denotes the specified value of field j. By Lemma 1.1, h [+] f t =
ZA>i ,M and hence #{/,-, e/j-, I TM(h [+]7,1) = z) = Ait for all z e Zu .
Here, we have done exclusive-or of h with the set of values of the
unspecified field
Af] gives the number of unique values of the
unspecified field i i that correspond to a particular value z. Now we will
exclusive-or the set of values h [+] f with a value of the unspecified field
i2. Let J,2 e /¡2. By Lemma 1.1 #(/,,£/,, I TM(h [+]/,_ [+]7;2) = z) =
A(1 for all z e ZM. Note that this will not change the number of unique
values of field i) that correspond to a particular z due to Lemma 1.1. (We
also used the equality, TM(h [+] Jit [+] 7,2) = TM{h [+] [+] Tw(7;2).)
Thus, #((/,, ,7,2)e /„ x/;-2 I TM(h [+]7„ [+]7,2) = z ) = A,F,2 for all
z e Zm. Here, the number of unique values for each z is more by a factor
F,2 because the size of the domain has increased by a factor F;2. By con
tinuing this argument, #{(/,-,, , 7i()e
/¡,x •• • x /2
k
k
k
I T„ h [+] p=i
[+KL ) =z) =4-,
= <TPV /M for all z e ZM.
□

remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. □
Theorem 3 says that even though the sizes of all the unspecified
fields are less than the given number of devices M, we can still guarantee
optimal distribution, if (1) there exists a subset of the unspecified fields
whose size of cartesian product is greater than or equal to M and (2) the
records projected on these sets of fields are distributed uniformly among
the M devices.
In the next section we will introduce field transformation techniques.
By these field transformation techniques, Theorem 3 will be also utilized.
The following paragraph exemplifies these techniques. Let f x = (0,1), / 2
= {0,1,2, 3,4,5,6, 7) and M = 16. As we discussed, Basic FX distribu
tion method does not give an optimal distribution for this file system. This
is because all the field values of/i and/2 are smaller than M-l. Let X be
some mapping such that X (fi) = {0, 8). When we apply Basic FX distri
bution method for X (A)x/2, the distribution becomes perfect optimal. (It
can be easily verified by substituting (1000)B for (001)B in f l column of
Table 1.) Now, the problem is to find a general one-to-one mapping, X,
such that Basic FX distribution method for X (fi)xf2 gives optimal distri
bution. It will be shown that for any values of I/) I, l/21 and M, such
mapping can be easily found.
We will present several field transformation techniques which pro
duce the mapping, X, described above. Even though the techniques
developed in this paper may not achieve perfect optimal distribution in all
the cases, this extended FX distribution method will give strict optimal dis
tribution for a large class of partial match queries.
4. FX Distribution With Field Transformation Functions
In the previous section Basic FX distribution was defined. In this
section we extend the FX distribution method by using the field transfor
mation techniques.
L et/ix/ x - x/n be a set of all buckets. Extended FX distribution
method allocates bucket <7i, ... , 7„>, 7, s fj for j = 1,... , n, into device
[ + \ ( X M- if>' (Jj)) , where
j-1
i) if l/yl > M, XM’ is an identity function,
ii) if \fj\ < M,
is an element of set of injective (one-to-one)
functions whose domains are fj and ranges are ZM.
XM’ 1is called field transformationfunction.
When XM‘l/' 1 is identity function for all j= l,..., n, Extended FX dis
tribution method reduces to Basic FX distribution method. In the follow
ing subsections we describe field transformation functions which are used
for fields whose sizes are less than the given number of devices. From
now on, we will simply call FX distribution instead of Extended FX distri
bution.
It is easy to see that all lemmas and theorems that hold for Basic FX
distribution also hold for FX distribution. Since the fields whose sizes are
no less than the given number of devices M, do not cause any problem
(whether it is specified or not), from now on we will focus only on fields
whose sizes are less than M.
2

Note that Theorem 1 works for partial match queries with only one
unspecified field while Theorem 2 applies to partial match queries with
more than one unspecified fields.
Theorem 1 and 2 show general characteristics of exclusive-or opera
tion for optimal file distribution. This is mainly due to the property
described in Lemma 1.1. However, Basic FX distribution does not give
optimal distribution for partial match queries with 2 or more unspecified
fields, when the size of none of the unspecified fields is greater than or
equal to M. For example, when M = 16 and all others are the same as in
example 1, the distribution is not optimal. Theorem 3 gives the sufficient
conditions for optimal distribution for these cases.
Theorem 3. Let q(f) = (i j, i2, ... , ¿*) be the set of unspecified fields
for partial match query q, where Fj < M, for all j e q(f). FX distribution
is strict optimal for partial match query q, if there exist a set of fields {«!,
... , ij} c q(f) such that l/^x ••• x f.\> M and #{(/;,, ••• 7,.) e
= z ) = \ f x ••
xfi I/M for all z e ZM.
f t* ■ ■ ■ xfjl Tm pMCA,)
=i
<proof> Let I/],x • • • x/J I = Ai*M , A-tj e N, A^ > 1. Let h =
Tm U<tq(f)
[+] (7i)J , where 7( denotes the specified value of field l. The

4.1. Field Transformation Functions
Definition : Let M be a power of 2.
(1) I : N —> N is an identity function.
(2) For a proper subset f of
where 1/(1 is some power of 2,
Lf'”’1-"' : /ji --» ZM is a function such that
=
M
where l £ /¡, d,M'

l/,l '
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(3) For a proper subset /, of Zu , where I/,I is some power of 2,
U jl« . i/ii : / (
ZM is a function such that
IU l"’1/1' (/) = l [+] ld,M-l/'1, where i e /„ d,M-if,i ■ M
if,l '
(4) For a proper subset /, of
where I/,I is some power of 2,
IU2m' 1/'1 .
zM is a function such that
i m M-'r,'(l) = l [+]
[+] ld,2M-1 /1 where l s /„
=
M .
= k i " ' / 1//1 if I/,I2 < M
iy(| ’ 0,2
0
otherwise
We have defined the four groups of basic functions, I, UM’1/11,
and
which will be used in various combinations for
optimal file distribution. For example, for any values of If I, \fj I and M,
it will be shown that FX distribution method distributes elements of
I(fj) x UM-[fi 1(fj) optimally.
It is easy to see that for any proper subset/, of ZM whose I/,I is some
power of 2 ,1 and UM' 1 satisfies the requirements of field transformation
functions described previously. We will show later that IU lM‘ 1 and
IU 2m' 1 satisfy these requirements. The operation of XM' 'f‘1function on
field l is said to be X transformation of field /. For example, when UM' Vl1
function is applied to field /, we say that U transformation is used for field
l. Two transformation functions, X lMiJ and X2M1J are said to be the
same transformation method, if XI = X2. For example,
an(j
UM2'lf‘> are the same transformation method. But
and
IU 1M2-1^ 1 are said to be different transformation methods.
Because of notational complexity, when the context is clear, we will
leave out the superscripts M, I/, I from transformation functions and their
parameters.
In section 4.1.1 properties of I, U and IU1 transformation are
explained and their related strict optimality is described. In section 4.1.2
IU2 transformation and its related strict optimality with I and U transfor
mation is described.

#{(J;,Jj) e M j I /(/,) [+] U (Jj) = z) should be equal to A.
1) 0<U(Jj)<(A-l)dj
For each U(Jj) within this range, /(/,) [+] U(Jj) = {0, 1....... F,-l) by
Lemma 4.1. Let this set be So- Since there are A number of such U(Jj)
within
this
range,
for
all
s e S0
H U tJj) 6 M j I 0<U(Jj)<(A-l)dj, I(J{) [+] U(Jj) = s} = A.
2) Adj < U (Jj) < (2A-\)dj
For each U (Jj) within this range, /(/,) [+] U (Jj) =
(Fi, F,-+1, • • • , 2F.-1) by Lemma 4.1. Let this set be S,. Since there
are A number of such U(Jj) within this range, for all s s S,
#{(7„7y) g M j I Adj<U(Jj)<(2A-l)dj, I(Ji)[+]U(Jj) = s) = A.
j-)

(jlr-l)Adj<U(Jj)<M-dj

M 1)F(,
For each U(Jj) within this range, /(/}) [+] U(Jj) = {(——
M
(——1)F,+1,....
M -l). Let this set be S M ,. Since there are A number
of such

U (JA within this range, for all s e S_*L_,,
e,

n(J,J,) e M i I (§-l)Adj<U(Jj)<M-dj, I(Jj) [+] U(Jj) = s) = A.

f-'

Since Sp - and there are A repetitions for each element in Zjr
p-*
through I (fj) [+] U (Jj), Jj = 0, • • • F j-1, it is 2-optimal. 0 and 1-optimal
come from Theorem 1. □
Example 3. L et/, = {0, 1, 2, 3) ,/2 = [0, 1,2, 3} and M = 16. Table 2
shows bucket distribution by FX and Modulo methods. Note that I(fi) =
{0,1,2,3} and U(ff) = (0,4,8,12) are I and U transformed values of /,,
/ 2 and denoted by binary numbers. Here, Device No =
TM(I(Jj) [+] U(Jj)) for FX distribution, and Device No =
(,/ + Jj) mod M for Modulo distribution, where J x e f t, J 2 e f 2.
The FX distribution in Table 2 is optimal. But in Modulo distribu
tion, it is skewed. GDM method can also give optimal distribution by

4.1.1. FX Distribution With I, U and IU1 Transformation
From die definition of U transformation we see that the transformed
domain elements are equally spaced. In other words, when they are
linearly ordered, any two adjacent elements will have the same distance.
The property of IU1 transformation will be characterized by Lemma 5.4.
In the following subsections, relationships between I, U and IU1 transfor
mation will be investigated.

1

u
0
0
0
0

1

4.1.1.1, Strict Optimal By I and U Transformation
Lemma 4.1. Let L = aw + b, a>0,0 < b < w-1, where w is some power
of 2. L etW = {0,1...... w-1). Then, W [+] L = {aw,aw+1,..., (a+l)w-

1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

1 ).

<proof> Given in [KiPr87j.
Theorem 4. When there are only two fields i, j whose sizes are less
than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with /(/,) and U (fj)
is perfect optimal.
<proof> Let dj = M/Fj.
(case 1) FjFj < M or dj > F,
I (ft) W U(fj) = {0, 1, ... , F,-l) u (dj, dj+1, ... , dj+Fr l) u ... {M-dj,
M-dj+l,..., M-dj+Fr l) by Lemma 4.1. All sets in the right hand side are
disjoint and the largest element in these sets is less than M because dj > Fj.
So, for all z e ZM, #((JhJj) e M j I /(/,) [+] U(Jj) = z) < 1. Therefore,
it is 2-optimal. 0 and 1-optimal c'ome from Theorem 1.
(case 2) F,Fy > Af or dj < F,
Let F¡Fj = A*M or dj = FJA. In order to be 2-optimal, for all z e ZM,

fo
0
l
2
3
0
2
3
0
2
3
0
2
3

/ ( /,)
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0001
0001
0001
0010
0010
0010
0010
0011
0011
0011
0011

u (fj) Device No (FX) Device No (Modulo)
0000
0100
1000
1100
0000
0100
1000
1100
0000
0100
1000
1100
0000
0100
1000
1100

0
4
8
12
1
5
9
13
2
6
10
14
3
7
11
15

0
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
2
3
4
5
3
4
5
6

Table 2. FX distribution with I and U transformation
multiplying 3 to the first field values and by 4 to the second field values.
However, these parameters should be found by trial and error. On the
other hand, FX distribution techniques give a specific method.
4.I.I.2. Strict Optimal By I and 1U1 Transformation
Lemma 5.1. When Ft is less than M, IU 1(fk) is a set of Fk elements
between Oand M-l. (f.e,.,IUlM' [fk[(fk) is an injective function)
<proof> Given in [KiPr87].
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Then, for any nonnegative integer J and c such that 0 < J<Fj and 0 < c <
dj, tf(/)[+](.M y + c) = £/(/,-)+ c.
<proof> Given in [KiPr87].
Lemma 6.2
X! mod dj = K2 mod dJ if and only if (X, [+] Xjd*)
mod dj = (X2 (+]X2d*) mod dj, where X1,X 2 are any nonnegative
integers, and dj, dk are any power of 2 which are greater than 1.
<proof> Given in [KiPr87).
Theorem 6. When there are only two fields j, k whose Fr F* are less
than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with U (fj) and
IU l(/r) perfect optimal.
<proof> Let dj = — and dk = — . Let K e /*.
Fj
Fk
(case 1) FjFk > M or F* > dj
F F orF* = Adj.
Let F;F*
1 = AM. Then A = dj = -jdk
1
1) K mod dj = 0 or K = Jd for some J e fj
Since F* = Adj, there are A number of IU 1(X) such that K mod dj = 0.
For such IU 1(X), U(fj) [+] IU 1(X) = U<f) [+] X [+] Kdk = U(fj) [+] Kdk
= U(fj) by Lemma 6.1. Let this set be 50. So, there are A repetitions for
each element in through i/(/y) [+]/i/l(X ),X = 0, dy, ••• ,(A-T)dj.
2) K mod dj = 1
By Lemma 6.2 all IU1(K) such that K mod dj = 1 has the same residue Cj
by modulus dj. So, all such IU1(K) can be represented as adj + c i for
some variable a e ZF. and some fixed nonnegative integer c i which is less
than dj. By Lemma 6.1 U(fj) [+] (adj + c l) = U(fI) + c-i. Letthissetbe
S!. Since there are A number of IU 1(X) such that K mod dj = 1, there
are A repetitions for each element in Si through U(fj) [+] IU UK),
X = l,d y+1, ,(A -l)d,+l.

Example 4. Let/* = fO, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7) and M = 16. Then/i/l(/*)
= (0,3,6, 5,12, 15, 10,9).
Lemma 5.2. When there are only 2 fields i, k whose sizes are less than
the given number of devices M and Ft > F*, FX distribution with I (/¡) and
IU l(fk) is perfect optimal.
<proof> The proof follows from Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 4.1. The com
plete proof is given in [KiPr87].
Definition When Fj < M and d = MIFj > 2, there are Fj intervals [0, d),
M . Throughout
[d, 2d),... , [M-d, M) from 0 to M with interval size d = —
Fj
this paper, boundaries of the interval are always assumed to half-closed as
above.
Lemma S3. When there are only two fields i and k whose F,F* = M,
FX distribution with /(/)) and IU \(fk) is perfect optimal if and only if
there is exactly one element of IU 1(/*) at each interval of size —M .
Fk
<proof> Given in [KiPr87].
Lemma 5.4. For any F* which is less than M, there is exactly one eleM
ment o f/(/1(/*) at each interval from 0 to M with interval sized* = —
F* .
<proof> By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 we can conclude Lemma 5.4.
The complete proof is given in [KiPr87]. O
Theorem 5. When there are only two fields i, k whose F, and F* are less
than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with /(/)) and
IV 1(/*) is perfect optimal.
M . By Lemma 5.4 there is exactly one element of
<proof> Let dk = —
Ft
IU 1(/*) at each interval from 0 to M with interval size dk. Let IU 1(/*) =
(f0, <i, - , tf,-i), where t0 < /, < • • • < tFirl. Then, each tt is in the
interval (ldk, (l+l)dk). The remainder of the proof is similar to that of
Theorem 4. □
Example 5. Let /i = (0, 1, 2, 3) ,/2 = (0, 1, 2, 3} and M = 16. Table 3
shows the bucket distribution by FX distribution with I(fi) and IU \(f2).
Here, IU Uf2) = (0, 5, 10, 15) and Device No = Tm(I{J i ) [+] IU1(J2)),
I 1e
e fi/(M IU l(f,) Device No
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0001
0001
0001
0010
0010
0010
0010
0011
0011
0011
0011

0000
0101
1010
mi
0000
0101
1010
mi
0000
0101
1010
mi
0000
0101
1010

dj-1) K mod dj = d, - 1
By Lemma 6.1 and 6.2, for any IU1(K) such that K mod dj = d,—1,
U(fj) [+] IU 1(X) = £/(/) + cd_i for some fixed cdj_i such that cd_x < dj.
Let this set be Sd._t. Then, there are A repetitions for each element in
Sir i through U(fj) [+] IU 1(X), X = d -1 , • • • , Adj-1. By Lemma 6.2,
a-i
all c,s are different each other. So, \^jSt = Zu . Since there are A repeti1=0
tions for each element of ZM through U ( f ) [+] IU 1(X),
X = 0, ■ • • , F*-1, it is 2-optimal. 0 and 1-optimal come from Theorem
1.
(case 2) FyF* < M or F* < dj
The proof is similar to that of case 1. □

0
5
10
15
1
4
11
14
2

4.I.I.4. Strict Optimal By I, U and IU1 Transformation
Corollary 6.1 Let qs(f) be a set of fields which are unspecified for a
partial match query q and whose sizes are less than the given number of
devices M. FX distribution in which I, U or IU1 transformation methods
are used, is strict optimal for partial match query q, if (1) the conditions of
Theorem 1 or 2 are satisfied or (2) Iq j f ) I = 2 and for i, j 6 qs(f), their
transformation methods are different (refer to the beginning of section 4.1)
or (3) I<7j (/')I ^ 3 and there exist at least 2 fields ij e qs(f) such that
F,Fj > M and their transformation methods are different from each other.
<proof> This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. □

7
8

13
3
6
9
12

mi
Table 3. FX distribution with I and IU1 transformation
4.I.I.3. Strict Optimal By U and IU1 Transformation
Definition Let 1/1 be less than the given number of devices M. When
U(fj) = (0, dj, ... , (Fj-l)dj) with dj = M U(fj) + c is defined as (0+c,
dj+c,..., (Fj-l)dj + c), where c < dj, c e N.
M.
Lemma 6.1 Let fj = (0, 1, ... , F—1) such that Fj < M. Let dj = —
ri

Example 6. Let/! = (0, l ) ,/ 2 = (0, 1, 2, 3} and/3 = (0, 1) and M = 8.
Table 4 shows the bucket distribution by FX distribution with I(fi),U (f2),
IU 1(ff). Here, U (f2) = (0,2,4,6) and IU l(/3) = (0,5).
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I ( f i)
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
001
001
001
001
001
001
001
001

U(f2)
000
000
010
010
100
100
no
110
000
000
010
010
100
100
110
110

iUHff)
000
101
000
101
000
101
000
101
000
101
000
101
000
101
000
101

Lemma 8.1. Let/* = {0,1,..., Fk- 1) and Fk < M. Then, for K X,K 2
e fk, K 1 mod dj = K2 mod d1 if and only if (A", [+] K xdk2 (+] Kxdkx)
mod dj = (K2 [+] K2dk2 [+] K2dki) mod dr where dkx and dk2 are paramM . dk2 = dkl/Fk if Fki < M, and 0
eters of IU2 transformation (i.e., dkl = —
Fk
otherwise), and dj is any power of 2 which is greater than 1.
<proof> Given in [KiPr87].
Theorem 8. When there are only two fields j and k whose Fj and Fk
are less than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with U(fj)
and IU 2(fk) is perfect optimal.
<proof> The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 6, except that
Lemma 8.1 is used instead of Lemma 6.2.
□

Device No
0

5
2

7
4
1
6
3
1
4
3
6
5
0
7

2

Table 4. FX distribution with I, U and IU1 transformation

4.L2.3. Strict Optimal By I, U and IU2 Transformation
Lemma 9.1. When there are only three fields i, j and k whose sizes are
less than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with 1(f), U (fj)
and IU 2(fk) is perfect optimal, if either
(1) there exist at least 2 fields p and q such that p,q e {i, j, k) and
FpFq > M or
(2) Fk > F: and Fk2 <M
<proof> It is clear that the first condition given in Lemma 9.1 satisfies
perfect optimality condition by Theorem 1, 3, 4, 7 and 8. So, let us con
sider only the other case, that is, FpFq < M for any p and q, p,q 6 (i, j, k).
We want to show that second condition given in Lemma 9.1 is sufficient
for perfect optimal distribution. Let dj = MIFj and dki = M/Fk and
dk2 = dti/Fk. Then dj> F^dj> Fk and dj> dki and
dn > Fi, dki > Fj. Since Fk2 < M, dkt > Fk or dk2> 1.
(case 1) FiFjFk > M
Let FiFjFk = AM, and let dj = Bdkl and dkx = CFX, where A,B,C e N and
A3.C > 1. Then F i~d:F k =AM or F, =A~~
Fi =ABdk2. Since of. > F„
I(fi) W U(fj) = S0 u S x u ... u SF rl, where
So =(0,1..... F f- 1 ]

4.1.2. FX Distribution With I, U and IU2 Transformation
In this section, properties of IU2 transformation are described. The
relationships between I, U and IU2 transformation are investigated in the
following subsections.
Lemma 7.1. When Fk of field k is less than the given number of dev
ices M,IU2(fk) is a set of Fk elements between 0 and M-l. (i.e., IU2W' 1
is an injective function.)
<proof> Given in [KiPr87] □
Note that when Fk2 > M, IU2 transformation becomes the same as IU1
transformation.
Lemma 7.2. For any Fk which is less than the given number of devices
M, there is exactly one element of7IU 2(fk) at each interval from 0 to M
with interval size dki = M (refer to section 4.1.1.2. for the interval boun
daries)
<proof> Given in [KiPr87] □
4.I.2.I. Strict Optimal By I and IU2 Transformation
Theorem 7. When there are only two fields i and k whose F, and Fk
are less than the given number of devices M, FX distribution with/(/;) and
IU 2(fk) is perfect optimal.
<proof> The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 5 except that
Lemma 7.2 is used instead of Lemma 5.4.
□
Example 7. L et/, = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 },/2 = (0, 1) and M = 16.
Table 5 shows the FX distribution with I(f1) and IU 2(f2). Here, IU 2(f2)

Si = (id/, idj+l, ..., (i+l)dj+Fi-l)
Sty-1 = {{Fj-l)dj, (Fj-l)dj+l...... (Fj—l)dj+Fi~l}
It is clear that all S,s are disjoint. For such S, as above, St+c = {idj+c,
idj+\+c, ... , idj+Fi~\+c), where 0<c<dj and c e N. (This is defined in
section 4.1.1.3) Let K e fk. By Lemma 5.4 there is exactly one element
of K [+] Kd at each interval from 0 to dkx with interval size dk2.
1) 0<K[+]Kdk2<Fi
Since Fj = ABdk2, there are AB number of IU2(K) such that
0<K[+]Kdk2 <Fi.
1-1) KmodB = 0 or Kdki mod dj = 0
For each IU2(K) within this range, /(/■ ) [+] U (ff [+] IU2(K) = Fr'
t=^3
The equality holds due to Lemma 1.1. (Note that K [+] Kdkl [+] Kdk2 =
Fdki [+] (K [+] Kdkf) Let this set be Tn . Since there are A number of
such IU 2(K)s within this range, there are A repetitions for each element in
T n through 1(f) [+] U (fj) [+] IU 2(K), for all IU2(K) within this range.
1-2) KmodB=l or Kdkl mod dj = dkx
For each IU2(K) within this range, /(/¡) [+] U (f) [+] IU2(K) =
F~1
US. + dki ■ The equality holds due to Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 4.1. (Note
¡=o
that dki<dj.) Let this set be Tl2. Since there are A number of such
IU2(K) elements within this range, there are A repetitions for each ele
ment in T12
k2

= (0,13).

I(fl) IU 2(ff)
0000
0000
0000
1101
0001
0000
0001
1101
0010
0000
0010
1101
0011
0000
0011
1101
0100
0000
0100
1101
0101
0000
0101
1101
0110
0000
0110
1101
0111
0000
0111
1101

Device No
0
13
1
12
2
15
3
14
4
9
5
8
6
11
7
10

Table 5. FX distribution with I and IU2 transformation
4.I.2.2. Strict Optimal By U and IU2 Transformation
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1- B) KmodB = B - l or Kdkl mod dj = (B-l)dkl
For each IU2(K) within this range, /(/}) [+] U(fj) [+] IU2(K) =
¿=o + (fi—l)<4i• Let this set be TiB. There are A repetitions for each
element in TlB.
2) Fi <,K[+]Kdk2<2Fi
2- 1) K mod B = 0
For
Fj-l each IU2{K) within this range, /(/¿) [+] U(fj) [+] IU2(K) =
{jSi+Ft. Let this set be T2\ . There are A repetitions for each element
;=o
in T2t .

Corollary 9.1 Let qs( f ) be the set of fields which are unspecified for
some partial match query q and whose sizes are less than M. FX distribu
tion in which I, U or IU2 transformation methods are used, is strict optimal
for partial match query q, if (1) the conditions of Theorem 1 or 2 are
satisfied or (2) Iq j f ) I = 2 and for i, j e q,(f), their transformation
methods are different (refer to the beginning of section 4.1) or (3) there
exist 2 fields i j e qs(f) such that F,Fj > M and their transformation
methods are different or (4) \qs(f) \ =3 and transformation methods of
these three fields are different and the second conditions of Lemma 9.1 for
these fields are satisfied or (5) when Iqs(f) I >4, there exist 3 fields i, j, k
e qs(f) such that FLFjFk > M and the second conditions of Lemma 9.1 for
these fields are satisfied.
<proof> This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1, 2,3,4,7,8 and 9. □

2-B) K mod B = B - 1
For each W2(K) within this range, /(/)) [+] U(f.) [+] IU2(K) =
i=0 + (B-\)dki + Fi. (Note that dki >/■ ).) Let this set be T^a- There are
A repetitions for each element in T ^.

4.2. Summary And Discussions
In section 3 and section 4.1 we determined, through theorems and
corollaries, the class of partial match queries whose qualified buckets are
distributed optimally under FX distribution. The results of FX distribution
are summarized as following:
Let a file consisting of n fields be distributed among M parallel dev
ices. Let L be the number of fields whose sizes are less than the given
number of devices M. FX distribution can be always perfect optimal,
when L < 3. Let L be greater than or equal to 4. Let q(f) be the set of
fields which are unspecified for partial match query q. Then, FX distribu
tion is strict optimal for partial match query q, if at least one of the follow
ing conditions holds.
(1) I q(f) I = 0 or 1
(2) there is at least one unspecified field p e q(f) such that Fp > M.
(3) I q(f) I = 2 and transformation methods of two fields in q(f) are
different.
(4) I q (f ) I = 3 and either
(a) there are at least two fields p, q e q(f) such that FpFq > M
and transformation methods of two fields p and q are different,
or
(b) transformation methods of three fields in q(f) are I, U, IU2
and the size of IU2 transformed field is not less than the size
of U transformed field.
(5) I q(f) I >4 and either
(a) there are at least two fields p, q e q(f) such that FpFq > M
and transformation methods of two fields p and q are different,
or
(b) there are at least three fields i, j, k e q(f) such that
FiFjFk > M and transformation methods of fields i, j and k are
I, U, IU2 and the size of IU2 transformed field is not less than
the size of U transformed field.
Here, IU2 transformation does not apply for the field whose square of the
field size is greater than or equal to M, and in (3), (4)-a and (5)-a IU1 and
IU2 combination do not apply.
When the number of devices and the size of each field are power of
2, the set of partial match queries which are optimal under FX distribution
is a superset of those for Modulo distribution [DuSo82j.
It is unfortunate that FX Distribution does not always guarantee
strict optimal distribution when the number of fields whose sizes are less
than M, is greater than or equal to 4 in general. In fact, it has been shown
in [Sung87] that when the number of fields whose sizes are less than the
given number of devices, is greater than or equal to 4, there is no method
which always gives perfect optimal distribution. However, even for such

C) (C-l)Fi < K [+] Kdk2 < CFi
C-l) Kmod B = 0
For each IU 2(K) within this range, I(fi) [+] £/(/}) [+] IU2(K) =
yjSi + (C-l)F,. (Note that CF, = 4 » .) Let this set be Tc t . There are A
i=0
repetitions for each element in TCxC-B) K mod B = B - 1
For each IU2{K) within this range, /(/¡) [+] U(fj) [+] 1U2(K) =
Vi + (B-l)dtl + (C-l)Fj. Let this set be TCB. There are A repetitions
for each element in TCb- N , it is not difficult to see that
Tq = ZM
¡=W=i
and any two different TBs are disjoint Since we already show that there
are A repetitions for every element in ZM, it is 3-optimal. 2-optimal come
from Theorem 4,7,8. 0 and 1-optimal come from Theorem 1.
(case 2) F,F¡Fk < M
The proof is similar to that of case 1. □
Theorem 9. Let L be the set of fields whose sizes are less than the
number of devices M in a given file system. FX distribution with I, U and
IU2 transformation can be always perfect optimal, if ILI < 3.
<proof> The result follows from Theorem 1,2,3,4,7 and 8 when L = 0,
1, 2. When L = 3, let i, j, k be fields whose sizes are less than M and
Ft >Fk >Fj. Apply
and IU 2(fk) transformation. If Fkz >M,
then FjFk > M. So, Theorem 9 holds by the first condition in Lemma 9.1.
If Fk2 < M, Theorem 9 holds by the second condition of Lemma 9.1. □
Example 8. Let f\ = {0, 1, 2, 3), f 2 = (0, l J ./j = {0, 1} and M = 16.
Table 6 shows the FX distribution with / (/)), U (f2) and /(/2(f3).
ow

Kfx)
0000
0000
0000
0000
0001
0001
0001
0001
0010
0010
0010
0010
0011
0011
0011
0011

t/(M
0000
0000
1000
1000
0000
0000
1000
1000
0000
0000
1000
1000
0000
0000
1000
1000

IU 2(A) Device No
0000
0
13
1101
0000
8
5
1101
0000
1
12
1101
0000
9
4
1101
2
0000
15
1101
10
0000
7
1101
0000
3
14
1101
0000
11
1101
6

Table 6. FX distribution with I, U and IU2 transformation
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rases FX distribution gives strict optimal distribution for a large class of
partial match queries.
For main memory databases implemented on multiprocessor sys
tems, bucket distribution and inverse mapping should be fast, where
inverse mapping is a procedure used for each device to find qualified buck
ets residing in it. This is because each device has only a subset of total
qualified buckets. If the distribution method is complex, not only it takes
time to distribute buckets, but it also takes more time for inverse mapping.
So, complexity of distribution method should be an important criterion for
main memory database systems. We claim that FX distribution gives fast
response time in main memory databases because the computations for
bucket distribution and inverse mapping is very simple.

NUMBER OF FIELOS WHOSE
SIZES ARE LESS THAN M

Figure 2

S. Performance Comparisons to Other Distribution Methods
In this section we compare FX distribution with Modulo and GDM
method. The performance comparisons are based on the probability of
strict optimality and response time for a given partial match query. In sec
tion 5.1 the probability of strict optimal distribution for partial match
queries is compared. In section 5.2 we compare the average response time
for FX, Modulo and GDM distribution.
For both section 5.1 and 5.2, it is assumed that the probability of
each field being specified is same for all fields and some field being
specified is independent of each other.
5.1. Probability of Strict Optimality
In this section we show that the probability of strict optimality for
FX distribution is much better than Modulo distribution. Even for the
worst case the decrease of probability of strict optimality for FX distribu
tion is not much. On the other hand, in Modulo distribution the decrease
is quite large. Since no general method has been given to determine the
existence of parameter values for strict optimal distribution in GDM
method, we compare FX distribution to only Modulo distribution in this
section.
Figure 1 through 4 shows the percentage of strict optimal distribu
tion for all possible partial match queries in a given file system. In all
these Figures MD denotes Modulo Distribution and FD denotes FX Distri
bution. Here, results are computed from sufficient conditions given for
each method. Figure 1 and 2 show the case where any two fields p and q
satisfy the condition, FpFq > M. The number of fields for Figure 1 and 2
are 6 and 10, respectively. In Figure 1 and 2 FX distribution used I, U and
IU1 transformation methods.

NUMBER OF FIELOS WHOSE
SIZES ARE LESS THAN M

Figure 4

Figure 1

5.2. Average Response Time
Definition : For a given partial match query q, r,(<?) is defined as the
number of qualified buckets in device i for a partial match query q. We
call this a response size for device i. Then, a largest response size for a
partial match query q is defined as MAX(r,(^), r2(q), ■ ■ ■ rM_, (q)).
We will consider two factors for the response time of a partial match
query. They are the largest response size and CPU computation time for
bucket distribution and inverse mapping. In parallel disks environment,
largest response size is the most important factor, while in main memory
databases, CPU computation time is more important.
In section 5.2.1, comparisons based on the largest response size are
described, and in section 5.2.2, the CPU computation time is discussed.

Figure 3 and 4 show the percentage of strict optimal distribution
when for any two fields p,q, FpFq < M but for any three fields p,q,r
FpFqFr 2 M. The number of fields for Figure 3 and 4 are 6 and 10, respec
tively. Here, in FX distribution I, U and IU2 transformation methods are
used.

5.2.1. Largest Response Size
In this section, it is assumed that all parallel devices have the same
characteristics, and the interconnection network topology is symmetric. In
other words, systems are configured such that the data retrieval time for

NUMBER OF FIELDS WHOSE
SIZES ARE LESS THAN M
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any device is almost the same. For example, parallel disks connected to
one shared bus or multiprocessors based on multistage interconnection net
works are considered to have symmetric network topology. Then, the
response time for a partial match query is determined by the device which
has the largest number of qualified buckets.
Table 7 through 9 show the largest response size of Modulo, GDM
and FX distribution for some typical file system environments. The
number of fields is assumed to be 6 for all these experiments. The first
column denotes the number of unspecified fields. For GDM method, in
order for comparisons to be fair, we used three different sets of multiplica
tion parameters. These sets are GDM1 : 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 and GDM2 : 2,
5, 11,43, 51, 57 and GDM3 : 41, 43, 47, 51, 53, 57. The FX distribution
of Table 7 and 8 used I transformation for fields 1 and 4, U transformation
for fields 2 and 5, IU1 transformation for fields 3 and 6. The FX distribu
tion of Table 9 used IU2 transformation instead of IU1 transformation and
others are the same as in Table 7 and 8. Each entry in the tables is com
puted by averaging values of largest response sizes from all possible par
tial match queries for that entry.
Modulo GDM1 GDM2 GDM3 FX Optimal
2
8.0
3.3
3.6
3.7
3.2
2.0
3
48.0 18.1
16.0
18.9 18.9 16.0
4 344.0 130.5 132.7 132.5 128.0 128.0
5 2460.0 1026.3 1029.7 1031.7 1024.0 1024.0
6 18152.0 8196.0 8198.0 8202.0 8192.0 8192.0
Table 7. M = 32, F , = . . . = F 6 = 8

In MC68000 processor, computation time of FX method takes about
only one third of that of GDM method. (In MC68000, XOR takes 8 cpu
clock cycles, ADD takes 4 clock cycles, AND takes 4 clock cycles, n bit
shift takes 6 + 2n clock cycles. But multiplication takes 70 clock cycles).
In intel 80286/80386 processor the ratios of clock cycles between different
operations are almost similar to those of MC68000.
For main memory databases implemented on M3MD machines FX
method is much faster than GDM method. The computation time for
Modulo distribution is shorter than FX distribution. But as discussed in
previous section, the Modulo distribution is not suitable when a large
number of parallel devices is used.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we present file distribution method called FX distribu
tion for partial match retrieval type queries. Here, we show several use
ful characteristics of exclusive-or operation for optimal data distribution.
We developed four field transformation techniques for those fields whose
sizes are less than the given number of parallel devices. We show that FX
distribution gives strict optimal distribution for a large class of partial
match queries.
Performance of FX distribution method is compared with those of
the other distribution methods such as Modulo and GDM in some typical
file systems. We show that FX distribution gives better probability of
strict optimality than Modulo distribution. We also compare the query
response time of FX method with those of others based on the number of
accesses and address computation time. We show that FX distribution
gives better performance than other methods.
However, current FX distribution does not guarantee strict optimal
distribution when the number of parallel devices are quite large and all
field sizes are much smaller than the number of parallel devices. We are
developing more general transformation functions to achieve optimal data
distribution for much larger class of partial match queries in more general
file systems.

Modulo GDM1 GDM2 GDM3 FX Optimal
2
8.0
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.4
1.0
3
48.0
10.2 10.3
10.6
8.0
8.0
4 344.0 68.3
68.1
67.5 64.0
64.0
5 2460.0 520.5 517.0 517.3 512.0 512.0
6 18152.0 4114.0 4102.0 4102.0 4096.0 4096.0
Table 8. M = 64, F
F 6= 8
Modulo GDM1 GDM2 GDM3 FX Optimal
2
9.6
1.7
1.4
1.3
2.3
1.0
3
91.2 10.0
3.2
5.5
5.6 . 5.1
4 911.2 90.3 40.5 42.2
37.3
35.2
5 9076.0 909.5 397.3 408.67 384.0 384.0
6 90404.0 9176.0 4144.0 4313.0 4096.0 4096.0
Table9. M = 512, F 1=F 2=F3=8 andF4=F5=F6=16
The tables show that except for first row of table 8 and 9, FX distri
bution gives smaller largest-response-size than the other methods. FX dis
tribution is also very close to optimal. It should also be noted that there
may be a set of multiplication parameters by which GDM method can give
better performance than those of GDM1, GDM2 and GDM3. Even
though such a set of parameters may exist, it can only be found by trial and
error method.
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5.2.2. CPU Computation Time
In this section we compare CPU computation time for FX and GDM
distribution. If environments are disk based, the computation time is usu
ally not much significant compared to disk access time. But in main
memory databases CPU computation time is quite significant.
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